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\\ Mòna Opal Pendant Light

The Mòna pendant light features gorgeous intricate 
textures that bring elegance and sophistication to any 
space. It is handcrafted from opal glass and is made to 
last. With its contrasting black canopy and beautiful 
detail, it is perfect for using as a centerpiece for your 
living room, office lounge area, dining room, studio or 
bedroom.

Specifications:
 
Finish:
Glass - opal-coloured

Pendant size:
W: 35cm H: 31.5cm

Canopy:
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder:
Phenolic resin - black

Cord:
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type:
E27 screw fitting



Wani Pendant //

The Wani Pendant features a unique egg-like shape, 
its elegant and versatile form makes it a stylish and 
trendy option for any space. We selected this gorgeous 
pendant light to become apart of our range as it is a 
beautiful statement piece and is handcrafted out of 
top quality opal coloured glass. At 31 cm in diameter 
its perfect for being a centerpiece feature.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - opal-coloured

Dimensions: 
W: 31cm H:  26.5cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 Screw fitting



Krustallos ‘273’ Pendant //

To add a glamorous sparkle to your business or home 
interior, you can’t go further than our Krustallos 
pendant range. It handmade diamond cut design and 
elegant glass design makes it the perfect addition to 
add to any interior space. It has been especially 
popular for cafes and bars due to it being able to suit 
any traditional, contemporary or ultra-chic space. 

You can purchase the Krustallos in 2 different sizes 
and also have the option of 2 different glass 
finishes. This provides you with the flexibility to adorn 
any space with that sense of luxury and glowing light.

Specifications:
 
Finish 1: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Finish 2:
Glass - clear

Pendant size:
W: 20.5cm  H: 27.3cm

Canopy: 
Iron - brass-colour

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - clear (240cm max.)

Bulb fitting: 
E27 screw-in



\\ Retropolis Pendant

The Retropolis pendant light features a classic 
retro design. With its trendy cognac coloured glass and 
unique cylinder shape, it is obvious why this light is 
becoming a favorite of trendy cafes and bars in 
Australia. This design has also been been used 
clustered in victorian style hallways, centerpieces that 
span across family dining room tables and most 
memorably, clustered at different heights as a 
centrepiece of a residential stairwell.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 15cm H: 30cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord:
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Reffro Pendant

Featuring elegantly textured, rippled detailing, our 
Reffro glass pendant light is the perfect addition to 
any traditional, older vintage home. Its minimalist 
design, with its contrasting black canopy gives it 
versatility to be able to place it anywhere in the home. 
Gorgeous as a centerpiece for your living room, office 
lounge area, dining room, studio or bedroom.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - opal-coloured

Pendant size:
W: 23cm H: 38.2cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord:
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type:
E27 screw fitting



Baz Drum Pendant Light //

Our strikingly designed, limited edition Baz Drum 
pendant light is an effective way to add a bold
statement within any space. With its handmade 
smoke-coloured glass finish and luxuriously smooth 
cylindrical and curvy design, it is excellent for those 
who want to create a profound designer look within 
their home.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 50cm H: 25cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - clear (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting (x2)



Zarz Pendant - Clear //

Our Zarz pendant light features a gorgeous diamond 
patterned textures that offers a glamorous sparkle to  
the space it is installed in. Handmade by 
professional light makers, this light is a welcome 
addition to any traditional, contemporary or ultra-chic 
space. We offer this style of pendant light in 2 
different colours, one clear glass and the other a 
unique amber-coloured glass option. Both with the 
ability to flexibly adorn any space with a sense of 
luxury and glowing light.

Specifications:

Finish 1: 
Glass - Amber-coloured

Finish 2: 
Glass - clear

Pendant size: 
W: 20cm H: 23cm

Canopy: 
Iron - brass-colour

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Roy Pendant

Our Roy pendant features a modern take on a classic 
design. With its round half painted design and a choice 
of a matt-white or matt-black cord+canopy, this light is 
a versatile choice for any setting. 

This light works well on its own and looks effective 
above a casual dining area, in a child’s bedroom or 
multiple of them clustered in a row. Our Roy pendant 
is an excellent option for anyone who is renovating 
their home.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 20cm H: 19cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black or white

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black or white 
(240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Ashter Lantern Pendant Light

Due to its intricate texture and gorgeous opal glass 
colour, the Ashter Lantern pendant light is a 
prominent lighting pendant to be seen and 
appreciated. It’s design is inspired by traditional rice 
paper lanterns but with a designer twist. With its 
simple yet effective design and its black canopy it 
works perfectly in any home or commercial setting.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - opal-coloured

Dimensions: 
W: 30cm H: 23cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 Screw fitting



Brady ‘250’ Pendant  //

Our Brady pendant range are high quality, 
hand-pressed but ultra-lightweight pendant lights. 
Simple and minimalist, the Brady 250 pendant can be 
made into an effective and eye-catching feature in 
your home or business by clustering them together in a 
group of 3 or partnered with our Brady 220 and Brady 
300 styles. With its cone-shaped aluminium shade and 
matt-black finish, they are both durable and easy to 
clean. Perfect for an industrial style interior of a cafe 
or home.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Aluminium - matt-black

Pendant size: 
W: 15cm H: 25.5cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E14 screw fitting



Jupiter Pendant - Cognac  //

The Jupiter pendant light is one of our top sellers and 
we have no doubt why people are loving this unique 
and trendy design. With its ‘Jupiter-ring’ curves and 
4 aesthetically pleasing colours to choose from, it 
will be sure to transform the design of your room to a 
more stylish and lavish space.

Our Jupiter pendant is made of hand-blown glass 
which accentuates the quality and brilliance of this 
light. It is suitable for even the highest of Australian 
ceilings as it comes with a lengthy 240cm cord that 
can be easily adjusted by a licensed electrician.

Specifications:

Finish 1: 
Glass - cognac-coloured
Finish 2: 
Glass - opal-coloured
Finish 3: 
Glass - copper-coloured
Finish 4: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 27cm H: 20cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Brady ‘300’ Pendant

Our Brady pendant light range are a quality 
hand-pressed but ultra-lightweight pendant 
collection. Each has a matt-back finish and feature 
modern minimalist excellence. Perfect to be clustered 
in a set of 3 of the same or partnered in a cluster with 
our Brady 220 or Brady 250 styles.

This light works perfectly when used in conjunction 
with lights of the same style and looks effective above 
lunch tables, in studies or in lounge rooms to add that 
sense of industrial minimalist design.

 

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Aluminium - matt-black

Pendant size: 
W: 15cm H: 30cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E14 screw fitting



\\ Jupiter Pendant - Smoke

The ‘Jupiter’ is a fan-fav - a hand-blown class 
pendant, with a recognisable ‘jupiter-ring’ giving it 
the flattering curves your home or business has been 
craving. 

Available in 4 different glass finishes, there is a 
variation just right for your space.

Specifications:
 
Finish 1: 
Glass - cognac-coloured
Finish 2: 
Glass - opal-coloured
Finish 3: 
Glass - copper-coloured
Finish 4: 
Glass - clear

Pendant size: 
W: 27cm H: 20cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



Brady ‘220’ Pendant  //

With its smooth matt-black finish and high quality 
hand-pressed but ultra-lightweight design, this 
pendant is a gorgeous minimalist addition to any 
space. Because it is so simple, it will blend in with your 
interior whilst still adding a trendy feel to your space. 
Perfect on its own or hanging in a set of 3 of the same 
light or partnered with our Brady 250 and Brady 300 
pendant lights.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Aluminium - matt-black

Pendant size: 
W: 15cm H: 22cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E14 screw fitting



Pepe Pendant //

Our Pepe pendant, is a more slender version of our 
famous Nug pendant. Featuring elegant cognac 
coloured glass and its retro-vintage style design, our 
Pepe pendant is for people who love to be on trend 
and invest in classic interior design elements. This 
design is currently being used very effectively above 
tables in many trendy capital city cafes across 
Australia. Though, even if you aren’t a cafe, our Pepe 
pendant light can bring a sense of designer luxury to 
your home.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 16.5cm H: 29.5cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - clear (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Loy Pendant

Our best seller, this classic oval, glass pendant light 
features elegantly textured, rippled detailing. The 
‘Loy’ Pendant is made to last as it is carefully 
handcrafted from opal glass by highly skilled 
craftsmen. With a contrasting matt black canopy, 
it’s an elegant, versatile and stylish addition to any 
space. You can use this pendant as a centerpiece for 
your living room, office lounge area, dining room, 
studio or bedroom. 

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - opal-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 34cm H: 20cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Nug Pendant

With a more pronounced ripple than our Jupitar 
pendant light, our Nug (pronounced “n-ooo-g”) 
pendant is the perfect option for anyone who is 
searching for a light with a warm cognac-coloured 
glow. This light is perfect as a centrepiece feature 
or clustered with some of our other cognac-coloured 
glass pendant lights. There is so many applications 
where you can use this unique light, place this light in 
your hallway or above your breakfast bench or 
counter top for a trendy addition to your interior 
aesthetic.

Specifications:

Finish: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 29.5cm H: 27.5cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



Rippe Pendant  //

Featuring a delicate ripple texture and gorgeous opal 
glass, our smaller sized Rippe pendant is commonly 
featured in modern commercial and residential 
spaces. Because of it’s trendy minimalist design and 
simple black canopy, it will perfectly suit any rooms 
aesthetic, bringing charm and designer qualities to 
your chosen space. Our Rippe pendant also comes in a 
clear glass option which looks amazingly effective in 
a bathroom setting.

Specifications:
 
Finish 1: 
Glass - clear

Finish 2: 
Glass - opal-coloured

Dimensions: 
W: 20cm H: 19.5cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 Screw fitting



Lennox Pendant  //

Inspired by an iconic feature of Australian industrial 
architecture and residential homes, the Lennox pays 
tribute to the corrugated iron roof that is commonly 
seen across Australia. Handcrafted by experts with 25 
years experience to the highest Smith&Smith quality 
standards, this perfectly shaped pendant light that is 
unmistakable to the curves of our Australian heritage 
is a timeless addition to any space.

Specifications:

Finish 1: 
Glass - cognac-coloured
Finish 2: 
Glass - opal-coloured
Finish 3: 
Glass - copper-coloured
Finish 4: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 27cm H: 20cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Retropasè Pendant

The Retropasè pendant light features a classic 
retro design. With its trendy cognac coloured glass 
and retro-inspired shape, it is obvious why this light is 
becoming a favorite of trendy cafes and bars in 
Australia. This design has also been been used 
clustered in victorian style hallways, centerpieces that 
span across family dining room tables and most 
memorably, clustered at different heights as a 
centrepiece of a residential stairwell.

Specifications:
 
Finish: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 15cm H: 30cm

Canopy: 
Iron - matt-black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Krustallos ‘200’ Pendant

Our Krustallos pendant light range features a 
glamorous sparkle created from its hand cut diamond 
pattern. It is a trendy, modern option for those of you 
who want to declare luxury within any space of your 
home or commercial residence. This pendant light has 
become an especially popular addition to many cafes 
and bars across the country.

With the Krustallos range you have the option of two 
different size options and two glass finished. 
Providing you with the flexibility required to adorn any 
space with a glowing sense of luxury and elegant aura.

Specifications:

Finish 1: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Finish 2: 
Glass - clear

Pendant size: 
W: 20cm H: 15cm

Canopy: 
Iron - brass-colour

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - clear (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



Zarz Amber Pendant  //

Our Zarz pendant light features a gorgeous diamond 
patterned textures that offers a glamorous sparkle to  
the space it is installed in. Handmade by 
professional light makers, this light is a welcome 
addition to any traditional, contemporary or ul-
tra-chic space. We offer this style of pendant light in 2 
different colours, one clear glass and the other a 
unique amber-coloured glass option. Both with the 
ability to flexibly adorn any space with a sense of 
luxury and glowing light.

Specifications:
 
Finish 1: 
Glass - Amber-coloured

Finish 2: 
Glass - clear

Pendant size: 
W: 20cm H: 23cm

Canopy: 
Iron - brass-colour

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



Jupiter Pendant - Copper  //

As a fan-fav it is no wonder why our Jupiter pendant 
light is receiving so much attention. With its familiar 
‘jupiter-ring’ that gives it flattering curves and 
accentuates its unique designer style, it is a great 
addition to any space that will certainly attract 
appreciative attention. It is available in 4 different 
incredibly stylish glass finishes. So there is a variation 
that is right just for you.

Specifications:

Finish 1: 
Glass - cognac-coloured
Finish 2: 
Glass - opal-coloured
Finish 3: 
Glass - copper-coloured
Finish 4: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Pendant size: 
W: 27cm H: 20cm

Canopy: 
Iron - Matt black

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - black (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting



\\ Krustallos ‘273’ Pendant

To add a glamorous sparkle to your business or home 
interior, you can’t go further than our Krustallos 
pendant range. It handmade diamond cut design and 
elegant glass design makes it the perfect addition to 
add to any interior space. It has been especially 
popular for cafes and bars due to it being able to suit 
any traditional, contemporary or ultra-chic space.

You can purchase the Krustallos in 2 different sizes 
and also have the option of 2 different glass 
finishes. This provides you with the flexibility to adorn 
any space with that sense of luxury and glowing light.

Specifications:
 
Finish 1: 
Glass - cognac-coloured

Finish 2: 
Glass - smoke-coloured

Pendant size:
W: 20.5cm  H: 27.3cm

Canopy: 
Iron - brass-colour

Lamp holder: 
Phenolic resin - black

Cord: 
PVC - clear (240cm max.)

Bulb type: 
E27 screw fitting
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